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Assessing planning
Developing a state of the art planning system requires tremendous effort. The systems are large -MetricFF contains more than 29,000 lines of code -with each new planner introducing a set of innovations. Sometimes the innovations are minor in that they simply provide the next step in the development of an existing system. Other innovations branch into an entirely new paradigm, such as the introduction of the planning graph in Graphplan [1] .
Remarkably, more than 30 "classical" planning systems are publicly available. Also, remarkably, these systems accept essentially the same input language: a version of Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) or a syntactic variant. To complement the systems, over 5000 STRIPS [2] and ADL [3] planning problems are publicly available in PDDL. Thus, performance comparison is well supported by the community.
The availability of so many systems and problems is due in large measure to the International Planning Competitions (IPCs). The first competition, run by Drew McDermott, set the framework and defined the first version of the input language, PDDL [4] . Subsequent IPCs extended PDDL and significantly broadened the problem set and types of planners involved.
The IPCs have also encouraged assessments of the state of the art in the field through comparisons of performance of the participants and archival publications of the best systems (a special issue and a special track in Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research). Organizers of several competitions undertook extensive analyses of performance (e.g., [5, 6] ). These efforts have contributed to the dramatic improvement that planning systems have exhibited during the period, as evidenced by the problems in subsequent IPCs.
The IPCs have shown how difficult it is to declare a winner; many factors have to be balanced (e.g., the quality of plans produced, the amount of time taken to solve a problem, whether the planner was designed to solve particular types of problems, the language features handled, etc.). Competitors often solve different numbers and types of problems. While single planners sometimes significantly outperform the others on the metrics, often no single planner completely dominates, and older planners may still offer decent performance. For example, the organizers of IPC4, Hoffmann and Edelkamp, included the most successful IPC3 planner, LPG-1.2, in their analyses and found that it performed in the middle of the pack in IPC4 [5] .
To complement the analyses of the IPCs, we conducted a retrospective assessment of planning across the IPC problems and planners. We ran 28 planners on 4726 problems using identically configured hardware and collected basic performance information. 1 We limited our study to STRIPS and ADL problems because they represent the core capability of planning systems and provided the greatest coverage (most planners and problems). While "classical" planners are severely limited in what they can accomplish in terms of realistic planning problems, STRIPS/ADL planning is by far the most mature subarea with a large following; there are still very active classical tracks in the IPCs. Thus, we view our study here as foundational and encourage similar studies of more capable planners as those subareas produce a critical mass of planners and problems. Sections 2 and 3 of the paper list the planners and problems in our study; brief descriptions of planners are given in Appendix B. The studies described in the paper have multiple goals related to analyzing and extending the state of the art. Broadly, the studies are designed:
1. to assess the difficulty of the problems and the capabilities of the current publicly available planners (in Section 4), 2. to learn models of performance (in Section 4.5) as a means of assessing how well current performance can be characterized and predicted, 3. to start to explain some observed trends in performance (in Sections 5 and 6), and 4. to develop some new challenging problems to augment the existing benchmarks (Section 6).
We hope that the results of the first will help researchers decide which problems to use and planners to compare to during their own experiments. For the second goal (in Section 4.5), we show that whether a planner is likely to successfully solve a problem can be learned from the performance data and some inexpensive problem features, but that predicting time to solution is more difficult. We show how the performance data can validate an existing model that links search space topology with planner performance (in Section 5). Our studies point out deficiencies in the current benchmark problem sets. Thus, we offer some newer problems, designed to be challenging, and show how they fit into the existing set (in Section 6).
To some extent, all the studies are retrospective in examining planners and problems developed over more than a decade. Our first, second and third studies are also prescriptive in guiding comparative evaluation of planners. Our third and fourth are prospective in starting to explore directions for much needed further research in planning: explaining planner performance and constructing new problem sets. 
The planners
Our study comprises 28 publicly available STRIPS (and some ADL) capable planners. The planner set is intended to capture, as much as possible, the broad history of classical planners, with a requirement that the planners be easily made to accept PDDL. Our effort begins with the planners from an earlier study [7] , and moves forward in time collecting as many planners as possible up through IPC4. The set is composed of IPC competitors plus some other planners included to diversify the representative approaches. In some cases we have planner code for older planners that will not compile/run on newer platforms. In two cases we found reporting discrepancies with older versions of planners (Satplan04 and SGPlan-04) and decided to include the most recent version to maintain adequate representation. For some planners, we include multiple variants to help assess progress. We have obtained additional planners that we have not yet run or are waiting on authors of those systems to send code; we welcome additions to this list.
In Table 1 , we list the planners chronologically. To show the diversity of approaches, the table also groups the planners into "types" by their primary search representation (such as Graphplan, Heuristic Search, Partial Order Causal Link, SAT encoding, etc.). Because of the number of planners, even a short description of every planner takes many pages; consequently, we have placed short descriptions in Appendix B.
The problems
Our current problem collection consists of 4726 STRIPS PDDL problems from 96 distinct domains. They are taken from Hoffmann's benchmark problem set [8] , the UCPOP Strict benchmark, IPC sets (IPC1, IPC2, IPC3 Easy Typed, IPC4 Strict Typed and IPC5 Propositional) and 37 other problems from two domains (Sodor and Stek) that have been made publicly available.
As with the planners, we seek to include as diverse and historical a set of problems as possible. We focus on STRIPS and ADL problems that are directly represented in PDDL. A problem is included if it requires none, some, or all of the ADL subset. We recognize that some planners cannot process all of the ADL, but include them as a way of distinguishing performance of planners that do handle the ADL.
We organize the problems in our study by the set from which the problem was obtained and by its domain. Tables 16  and 17 (in Appendix A) list the problem sets along with the domain names; detailed descriptions of most of these domains may be found in the original references, as follows. About half of our domains originated in the International Planning Competitions (IPCs) held biennially in conjunction with the International Conference on Automated Planning and Scheduling (ICAPS, formerly AIPS): IPC1 [9] had 7 domains, IPC2 [10] had 5 domains; IPC3 [6] had 7 domains that were within the expressive ability of STRIPS planners; IPC4 [5] had 7 such domains as did IPC5 [11] . The Strict domain collection is from the original UCPOP distribution set, while the Hoffmann problems [8] are the set of problems he collected for his empirical analyses.
The study: Assessing planner performance
Conventional wisdom suggests that the most recent problems are the most demanding and the most recent planners are the most effective. The increasing challenge posed by the IPCs supports the former supposition, but a previous study [12] questions the latter.
Our study collects and analyzes performance data from a wide range of problems and planners in part to examine the conventional wisdom and in part to capture insight about which planners do well when. In this section, we describe our data collection and analysis to understand the role of the problems and planners in comparative studies.
Collecting the performance data
For each planner on each problem, we record whether a plan was found (success as true or false) and how much time was required to complete execution (time in seconds). Because each planner has its own way of declaring success, we constructed bash scripts using Unix utilities (such as sed, grep, and ulimit) to automatically extract these metrics from the output. Some planners report success in their output without actually generating a legal plan; we created another set of scripts that checked for as many of these cases as possible. Aside from this process, we believe the planners when they report success. Runs that timed out are counted as failures for the purpose of this study.
The planners were all run using their default parameters on 30 identically configured workstations: HP-XW4300-P4/650 machines with 3.4 GHz Pentium processors and 1 Gb memory. The planners were allotted a maximum of 30 minutes and 768 Mb to solve the problems. Planners that used Lisp were run with Allegro Common Lisp Version 8.1. Planners that used stochastic search were allowed only a single run to keep comparisons fair in terms of CPU times. We recognize that allowing a single run may partially limit the ability of such planners, but felt that the limitation was not crippling (for example, the LPG family remains a strong contender despite this limitation). Additionally, any planner can apply stochastic or restart search within its allotted time (for example, as those in the SGPlan or SATPlan family do); we only stop the planner when it reports success, failure, or when it exhausts its time or memory limits.
Analysis tools
We apply a variety of statistics, statistical tests and visualizations to draw conclusions about the performance data. They are all available in the R statistical package [13] . For those unfamiliar with the tests, we offer brief descriptions here.
Sammon Map is our primary visualization technique. It is a special case of multidimensional projection of the data from n dimensions down to k dimensions while preserving as much as possible the relative distances between the highdimensional points. Generally, it iteratively removes the least significant dimension according to some distance measure until the dimension of k is reached. The value of k and the distance measure are parameters to the search; we used k = 2 and the Euclidean distance. Thus, the distance matrix equates to a visualization of the data along the first two principal components where the axes of such plots are simply the scaled components. The key message from these plots is that the proximity of points indicates greater similarity. We used the function available in the MASS package of the R statistical package. T-tests compare two (continuous) sample vectors (x, y), to determine the extent to which they are drawn from the same underlying distribution Z . Generally, this is done by comparing the means and standard deviations of the two sample distributions, assuming that they are Normal. A significant t-test indicates that x and y are very likely from different distributions. A paired sample t-test is performed over the difference vector z = x − y for each paired experimental condition; this test assumes that the distribution of Z has a mean of zero. 
Observations about the problems
The problems in our set were developed over a 15 year period. Versions of the problems continue to be used today when small problems are needed for proof of concept or theoretical analyses (e.g., the pertinacious Sussman's Anomaly problem). Many of these may be outdated and no longer challenging. The more recent problems are designed to challenge the recent IPC contenders or to showcase particular planner capabilities. Because of the large number of problems available, researchers cannot possibly (and indeed should not) report results on them all. We examine four factors that help define the utility of the problems for experimentation.
How difficult are the domains/problems to solve?
As a complete set, the answer is "not very". We consider difficulty as measured by how many planners can successfully solve problems and how long it takes them to do so. 33.8% of the runs succeed over all planners and problems. The mean time to completion is 14.99 seconds over all successful runs and 263.30 seconds for failed runs. Across all planners, 81.9% successful and 68.1% failed runs complete in under one second. Table 16 organizes the success statistics by the domains. The second column is the number of problems in that domain, and third is the number of those problems that can be solved by at least half of the planners. The next three columns are the ratio of runs that succeed within 30 minutes, within 10 seconds, and within 1 second. The last column counts the number of planners that can succeed on at least one problem from the domain.
Many of the domains are simple. For 25 domains (with a total of 962 problems), all of their problems can be solved by at least half of the planners (Table 16 'Half' column, in bold). An additional 4 domains (with 158 problems) had a success rate over all runs that exceeded 50% (Table 16 'Suc' column, in bold). All but one of these were from the either intentionally small Hoffmann data set or the old Strict dataset, which supports the hypothesis that many of the older problems are indeed out-dated. On the other hand, 538 problems were not solved by any planner. As shown in Table 2 (Total minus Solved), 422 of those problems are from the IPC3, IPC4 and IPC5 sets, though 10 were from IPC1, 12 from IPC2, 82 from Strict, and 12 from Stek.
Another factor for problem difficulty is how much time is required to solve the problems. In Table 16 , the three columns related to time to successful completion show little difference in success ratio when more time is allocated. Only 25 domains show an increase of more than 0.05 success ratio 2 when increasing time from 10 seconds to 30 minutes (Table 16 '10Sec' column, in bold); an additional 17 domains (for at total of 42) show an increase of 0.05 success ratio when increasing time from 1 second to 30 minutes (Table 16 ' 1 Sec' column, in bold). Table 17 shows time required to finish, successfully solve, and fail to solve for the domains. Little time is required for most successful runs (scan "med" column under "Successes"). Only 15 domains had a median time to success of over one second, and only 10 domains had a mean time to success of over 60 seconds. Thus, if problems are solved, they are generally solved very quickly. Failures can take considerably longer, which is due to the tenacity of some planners.
How well do the problems distinguish performance?
As with problem difficulty, we have identified several ways of assessing how problems distinguish performance. First, we look at how many problems could be solved by only a single planner, as shown in Table 3 . There were 239 such problems in 21 domains. These problems are either especially difficult or favor a particular approach.
Interestingly, two of the oldest planners, UCPOP-4.1(UC) and PROD-4.0, manage to solve a handful of problems not solved by the other planners. All of these problems are from the Strict set. UCPOP's formulation includes search control for the simple domain (which is a version of truckworld). The eight-puzzle and the Stek domains (both move tiles/tapes subject to certain physical and resource constraints) may be well suited to Prodigy's style of means-ends analysis.
Second, we construct a Sammon map across the domains. The domain vector had one position per planner with a count of how many problems from the domain were solved by that planner normalized to a ratio; this was a 28-dimensional space before applying multidimensional scaling. So if two domains are equally difficult for every planner, they will have similar vectors. Fig. 1 shows the map that results; each problem set is colored and shaped differently. This map illustrates how similar domains are with respect to how well the planners do on them. For example, many of the IPC5 domains are drawn together on the bottom right; few planners solve these domains and those that do tend to do so across the domains in the problem set. Based on the proximity of the later IPC points (IPC3, IPC4, IPC5) as compared to other more dispersed problem sets, it appears that these domains play a similar role in differentiating planner performance. Different versions of domains (e.g., logistics-strips from Strict and IPC2, satellite from IPC3 and IPC4) tend to be proximal. The most dispersed problem sets are Strict and Hoffmann probably because more different planners can solve these domains and because they came from a variety of sources originally.
Have the problem sets become more challenging over time?
Taken across all planners, we can show that the problem sets have indeed become increasingly challenging. We assess the trend according to each performance metric: success and time to solution. For success, we construct two contingency tables (shown in Table 2 ) comparing rate of problems solved overall and rate of problems solved by half the planners across the IPC problem sets. Pearson's chi-square tests on each are significant for all problems (χ 2 ≈ 19.58, p < .001) and those solved by half (χ 2 ≈ 100.97, p 0.0001), which supports the hypothesis that the rates differ across the problem sets. The test does not address whether the rate decreases over time, but the table clearly shows that it does with the ratio of Table 2 Contingency tables for rate of success across all planner runs and problems and rate of problems solved by half the planners. "Solved" is the total number of problems solved across all planners; "Solved By Half" is the number of problems solved by at least half the planners. For time, we first run a one-way ANOVA comparing time to success for each of the problem sets. As with the χ 2 , these results are also highly significant (F ≈ 28.374, p 0.0001), suggesting that time to succeed depends on problem set. To test whether the problem sets got successively harder, we compare successive pairs using a two sample t-test. The only pairing that showed a significant difference was IPC2 against IPC3 (t ≈ −5.38, p 0.0001). Indeed, the mean times for each data set show a jump between those two, but not much difference otherwise (means of 30.58, 25.11, 42.60, 41.81 and 45.98 for IPC1, IPC2, IPC3, IPC4 and IPC5, respectively).
Are some problems more challenging?
Because of the large number of small, easy-to-solve problems, we attempt to focus some analyses on the more challenging problems. A problem is defined to be challenging if 1) it can be solved by only one, two or three planners or 2) the median time for solution is greater than one second. Admittedly, these thresholds are somewhat arbitrary as they were chosen to provide enough data to support learning/testing (about a third of the original data). These criteria reduce the set Table 4 Counts of the challenge problems from each problem set. Hoffmann  135  IPC1  53  IPC2  318  IPC3  164  IPC4  489  IPC5  226  Strict  26  Sodor  5  STEK  12 Total 1428 Table 5 Planner success ratio for each planner by problem set. The planners are ordered by approximate age. A zero indicates the planner had zero successes in that problem set. to 1428 problems from 47 domains; all of which are solvable by some planner. Table 4 shows the counts by problem set of this subset of problems. Note that 135 problems remain from the Hoffmann set in the Assembly domain and 26 problems from the Strict set (in a variety of domains). We will use this problem set throughout the paper; we refer to it as the Challenge problem set.
Problem set Count

Observations about the planners
We analyze the observed performance based on planners to assess progress in the field and to help in designing comparison experiments. In particular, a key issue is whether some of the older planners can be declared obsolete.
How does performance of new planners compare to old?
Several of the more recent planners (LPG-TD, FastDown, Metric-FF and SGPlan-06) exhibit high rates of success. Table 5 shows the success rate for each planner in each data set. FF has the highest rate on IPC1 and IPC2, as well as rates above 0.5 for Hoffmann, IPC3, and Strict sets. FastDown has the highest rate for IPC3 and IPC4 as well as rates above 0.5 for IPC1, IPC5, and Hoffmann. SGPlan has the highest rate for IPC5 as well as high rates across most sets. LPG-TD has high rates among most sets. Somewhat surprisingly, two older planners (IPP4.1 and Prodigy) have the highest success rates for Hoffmann, Strict and Stek. On the other hand, these domains are all equally old and were largely available to the planner developers at the time. The older planners did not perform well on IPCs 3-5.
The time required to solve problems differs considerably between the old and more recent planners. Time out happened at 1800 seconds. The new planners are extremely fast, while the old planners are more likely to time out (see Table 6 ).
Do some of the planners offer distinct functionality?
As mentioned in the last section, 239 problems were solved by only a single planner. As Table 3 shows, only 12 planners solved problems that were solved by no other planner. Although the newer planners tend to solve more unique problems, some of the older planners (i.e., Prodigy and UCPOP) are still able to solve a few old problems that the more recent ones do not. FastDown and SGPlan excel on some of the IPC4 domains. Fig. 2 presents a Sammon map across the planners. The planner vector was a 4726-dimensional bit-vector of planner success on each problem. Each planner is colored and shaped differently. The map illustrates how (dis)similar planners are to each other. For example, the partial order planners (POCL) are grouped in the upper left. The hybrid planners (HYBRID) tend to be near the planners of their conceptual lineage. The heuristic search planners (HS) are the most dispersed, which is most likely a result of the diverse heuristics and search algorithms represented by these planners.
Are some planners subsumed by others?
Some of the planners exhibit low success rates. A few of the planners were simply variations on each other (i.e., the next version or a different parameterization). We know that 12 planners solve problems not solved by any other; however, it seems likely that the functionality of a few (not in the set of 12) are completely subsumed by one of the more capable planners.
First, we pairwise compared the set of problems solved by the planners. Surprisingly, we find no cases where one planner's solved set was a subset of another's. Combinations of planners can cover the same problems of another planner, but no single planner was found to subsume any other.
Second, for those problems solved in common (that is, the union of solved problems) by each pair, we compare their times to determine whether one could be said to be significantly faster than the other. We use a one-sided matched-pairs Wilcoxon test with α = 0.05 plus a Bonferroni adjustment of α/28 to address the number of comparisons being made. 3 In this experiment, we followed the design of [6] . We must also note that the comparison is restricted to only those problems solved in common, which means that in some cases that is a small number.
We find many cases in which one planner was faster than another. For example, SGPlan-06 is significantly faster than all of the other planners. FastDown and FF-2.3 are in the second level, and LPG-TD plus Metric-FF follow on the third level. The remaining planners are dominated by those just listed. They can also be ordered but they dominate over fewer of their successors. Notably, the speed seems divided along implementation language: the fastest planners tend to use C or C++ and the slowest planners tended to be those that used either LISP or Java. The relative ranking of a few of the planners showed that while they cannot solve a large percentage of the problems, what they do solve is done quickly.
Modeling classical planner performance
Our second goal is to learn planner performance models; these models offer insights into variability in planners and problems across the sets, predictability of the planners themselves, and which predictors correlate with difficulty.
Constructing the models
For each planner, we constructed two models: success and time. For success, we build a binary classifier (successful or not). Time predicts computation time needed for a given planner to attempt solving a given problem.
The problem/domain feature set began with features from [12] and [14] . However, we found the Howe et al. features to be insufficient for accurate models and the Hoffmann features, while powerful, to be intractable for larger problems. So we removed the Hoffmann features and added others based on our intuitions about what might influence performance. Table 7 Planner performance and model accuracy data for success and time required using 10-fold cross-validation on the challenging problems (see the 'Challenge' columns) and the "train with old challenge problems, test on IPC5" (see the 'Test IPC5') columns. % fail and times are from the planner performance data; "Best % correct" and "Best RMSE" measure accuracy for the models selected as best.
Planner
Success models Time models Each problem instance is defined by 32 features that can be automatically extracted from PDDL problem and domain definitions. In the description below, the name is followed by a number indicating how many features are based on it. The first three features are problem features, but the remaining are calculated from the domain description. The features are fast to extract, requiring only 0.0025 seconds on average.
goals (1):
A count of the number of goals to achieve. 
requirements (13):
Whether the domain required specific features of PDDL: ADL, conditional-effects, derivedpredicates, disjunctive-preconditions, domain-axioms, equality, existential-preconditions, fluents, quantified-preconditions, safety-constraints, STRIPS, typing, universalpreconditions. As noted in [12] , some domains fail to state clearly these requirements while others state a requirement that is never used. We corrected for typing requirements if the domain actually used types but did not require it.
Using the entire problem set for learning was going to bias the models towards the more common and frankly less interesting simple problems. Consequently, we restrict our learning set to just Challenge problems. We tried 32 different models from WEKA [15] ; WEKA is a data mining toolkit written in Java that provides a standard format for running common machine learning algorithms. Table 7 highlights the models that were most accurate for the test used to select models: ADTree (ADT), Conjunctive Rules (ConjRul), Decision Table ( 
WEKA is fast to learn and run the learned models. The mean time for WEKA to learn the models is about 4.3 seconds; prediction of a single data point is usually a millisecond or less.
Evaluating the planner models
A key issue is how well performance can be predicted given the problem characteristics. Given our methodology of using easily extracted features and off-the-shelf learning, it is entirely possible that accurate models would be elusive.
To evaluate the models, we performed 10-fold cross-validation on the Challenge data. We also evaluated whether the models generalize to the newest competition by training on all but IPC5 and testing on the IPC5 problems. Table 7 shows the results of the full Challenge experiments ("Challenge" columns) and the IPC5 holdout experiment ("Test IPC5" columns).
The models of success are quite accurate. Guessing "fail" can be viewed as a baseline (based on the 'prior') model -it is the most likely outcome for all the planners -and then % fail is its % correct. The best classifier's % correct is higher than (or within 1%) of the prior for all models.
In some cases, the % correct is considerably higher than the prior: FastDown, FF-2.3, LPG-TD, Metric-FF and SGPlan-06. A two-tailed paired sample t-test comparing the correctness of the baseline against the best model shows the baseline's accuracy is significantly lower (t ≈ −3.89, p < 0.001). Moreover, the average correctness is quite high: 97.21% over all planners. The best classifier varies across the planner set, but picking the best classifier does matter as the average accuracy across all classifiers and planners was slightly lower: 94.33%.
The models of time are not so accurate. The best Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) averages more than the average time. The highest RMSE is 828.54 seconds (SGPlan-06), which is half of the highest possible time of 30 minutes. The next lowest RMSE is 388.57. However, not all planners are so hard to predict. The lowest RMSE is 2.77, and 12 models have RMSEs lower than the average times. We point out two reasons why it is harder to predict time. First, WEKA includes fewer models that can handle continuous classes; future work will look at building better machine learning models for these data. Second, the distributions are highly skewed (consider the large difference between the median and the mean) with long tails. High values of time to succeed are rare and so are very hard to predict accurately.
Do the models generalize to new problems? (Train on Old, Test on New)
We trained models on the portion of the Challenge data other than the latest (226 problems from the IPC5 subset) and tested on these newer problems. As Table 7 shows, the planner failure rates diverge on the newer problems; the difference in average accuracy suffered from a gap of 97.21 − 86.92 = 10.29 to a gap of 88.18 − 87.64 = 0.54. Additionally, 14 success models had accuracy within 1% of the prior and only 5 models exceeded the prior. This result suggests that the problems are substantially different.
Many of the planners are unable to solve problems from the IPC5 set (see the '% Fail' column within the 'IPC5 Test' column of Table 7 ). We do not calculate time models for these planners. For the planners that succeeded at least once the time models were much worse on the test set except for two planners (SGP-1.0b and SGP-1.0h). Thus, generally the predictions are dissimilar, which provides more evidence that the problems from IPC5 are indeed different and the models are not generalizing.
Linking planner performance to search topology
Previous sections have offered hints toward explanations of performance. In this section, we demonstrate a proof-ofconcept that these performance data can be used to empirically validate models of search topology in Classical Planning. Hoffmann analyzed whether the success of Fast Forward (FF) was explained by local search topology. He provided both empirical [14] and theoretical [16] analyses showing that many common benchmarks were easily solvable (some even linearly) by FF because either they lack significant minima or the heuristic easily addresses them [8] . Recently, Hoffmann extended these results to the newer problems from IPC3 and IPC4 [17] . Hoffmann's analysis was convincing in its findings for FF. There is good reason to believe it might extend to other planners. We ask the question: Is the performance of heuristic search planners (as a group) sensitive to the taxonomy axes?
We apply Hoffmann's two-dimensional taxonomy to 11 planners on the 30 domains. Table 1 ('h + ' column) marks with an asterisk the 11 heuristic search planners that directly use an approximation of the h + heuristic. Table 8 (right-most two columns) reproduces Hoffmann's taxonomy as a flat table for the 30 domains he studied, while Table 9 shows a summary of the problems in each category. Domains either have local minima (MT) or do not (ML), and some domains that lack minima also have benches with a median exit distance less than a constant (MB). Along the dead-end axis, the topology divides domains according to the presence of dead-ends. If dead-ends do not exist, the transition graph is either undirected (HC) or directed but harmless (HH). When dead-ends exist, they are heuristically recognized (HR) or heuristically unrecognized (HU). Note that the ordering of the taxonomy categories listed in the caption implies that problems in the HU:MT pairing are among the most challenging while those in the lowest pairing HC:MB are among the most simple. We focus our effort on the Challenge problems which causes several domains to be dropped from the table.
Empirical analyses
To answer our question of sensitivity to the taxonomy, we statistically measure the effect of both topological axes in terms of ratio of success and running time. We judge a test significant if p < 0.05 and highly significant if p 0.001. We group all problems attempted by the 11 h + planners according to the dType and mType then perform our statistical analysis. To test for an effect on success ratio (the dependent variable), we produce a contingency table of successes and failures grouped by the category of interest (independent variable) then perform a G-test. A significant G-test can be interpreted that the taxonomy category effectively predicts success. Table 10 (second row) shows the results of the G-test followed by the contingency table that we constructed for the Challenge data.
We also examine the runtime for these problem instances by grouping the data by each type and performing several tests. The results for runtime analysis of the h + planners on Challenge are summarized in Table 11 . We start with a one-way analysis-of-variance (ANOVA) test on a linear model of the data (this is a common and fairly robust assumption even with deviations from Normality or the presence of unequal variances). For this test, we report the F-statistic (ANOVA's statistic) on the time-to-completion (TTC), time-to-success (TTS), and time-to-failure (TTF). The top three rows of Table 11 show the results of these ANOVA tests. A significant ANOVA implies a true difference over all groupings and justifies a pair-wise comparison.
For pair-wise comparisons, we use the TukeyHSD test because it is conservative in assigning grouping similarities; this test is reported as p-value adjusted to control the experiment-wise error at α = 0.05. An insignificant TukeyHSD pair-wise comparison indicates that the two groupings are significantly similar. Table 11 (bottom portion) shows a summary of the pairwise comparisons of the groups for TTS ('s') in the upper triangle of each sub-figure, TTF ('f') in the lower triangle, and TTC ('c') in both. A letter for a pairing indicates that TukeyHSD did not find a significant difference between them -it means they are statistically similar.
The TukeyHSD results identify a gap between ML and MT for all three categories of time to success, failure and completion. This validates the distinction in the taxonomy between plateaus of bounded length (ML) and plateaus that are local minima (MT). The results for dType are more mixed where the success runs show similarity across the extremes. Also, the distinction between HR and HU is less supported by these data.
Our data suggest that Hoffmann's taxonomy predicts the performance of other heuristic search planners using approximations of the h + heuristic. Although all the h + planners use a similar heuristic, each planner applies the heuristic and performs search in a distinct way. It may be possible to account for more variance by grouping the planners according to subfamilies based on search algorithm or other planner features.
A number of limitations cause us to view our results as suggestive rather than definitive; future work will focus on alleviating these limitations. It is clear that the planning systems are complex and not designed with large-scale comparisons in mind. Further, intra-domain problem difficulty is hard to assess, and there may be an effect due to the existence of simple (or challenging) problems in one or more domains (for example, from a single grouping) that lead to success or failure. Low cell counts and missing/sparse data limit our inferences, though it is noteworthy that we were able to show a significant effect with the data we already obtained.
An analysis of some newer problems
Having discovered in our analyses that too few of the current problems adequately differentiate performance by time, we take up the challenge of constructing some new problems. We roughly follow the methodology set out by Taillard in producing the well known difficult Job Shop scheduling problems in the OR Library [18] : generate problems by varying parameters, test the resulting problems on some existing solver, and retain only those that are hard to solve.
First, we select four domains with problem generators: briefcase, ferry, schedule, and tyreworld. These domains span the difficulty level of Hoffmann's taxonomy. For each of these, we used the FF Problem generators to construct problems by varying the parameters as follows: briefcase, number of locations and portables [50, 69] ; ferry, the number of locations and cars [50, 69] ; schedule, number of objects [40, 59] ; tyreworld, the number of hubs, nuts, and boots [50, 69] .
Second, we construct a new domain. We started with a relatively simple domain and problem description for the SIPE planner [19] (an HTN planner with a considerably more expressive language than PDDL) and translated it into PDDL by making a lot of simplifying assumptions. The sipe-travel 4 domain consists of moving passengers around a map of cities using a variety of transports. Each passenger may have one or more destination goals, at which the passenger can book accommodations. In the problems, we varied the number of passengers in the domain in the range [40, 59] , but gave every 4 We thank David Wilkins of SRI International for the SIPE Logistics Domains. We also thank Christie Williams who primarily wrote the SIPE translation and worked with the problem generators to create this problem set.
Table 12
Success statistics for each of the domains and the whole set. The columns show the total number of problems in each set (numProblems), the number of problems solved by half the planners (solvedByHalf ), the ratio of success over all (Suc), the ratio of success within one second (1Sec) and ten seconds (10Sec), and the number of planners solving at least one problem in the set (Plan+1). We identified eight representative planners by finding a set that together solved all the problems in the challenge set: FF-2.3, HSP-2.0, HSP-2.0r-h1plus, LPG-TD, Metric-FF, MIPS-3, SystemR, and SGPlan-06. Then we selected problem instances 5 if one or more of the eight representative planners solved the problem in no less than 10 seconds but not more than 30 minutes.
For these five domains, we examine a subset of the previous questions we asked of the performance on the benchmark problems. Performance results were collected for these new problems in the same manner as with the benchmark problems, but only on the eight planners. Tables 12 and 13 show the overall results for the five domains. The overall planner success ratio has degraded considerably when compared to the benchmark results (as in Tables 16 and 17) . Additionally, the times required are considerably higher than before; in fact, they are considerably higher than times for any previous domains.
Does the performance on the new "hard" problems differ from previous problem instances?
Some domains are solved only by two planners. For all but five planner/domain combinations, planners either solve all or none of the problems in a domain. Even for the fairly simple Ferry, the number of problems that half the planners solved went to zero from all problems in the original set being solvable by half the planners. The one exception is schedule, which shows only a slight difference in solvability and time. Generally, then, we succeeded in creating harder to solve problems.
Is sipe-travel significantly different than others?
The SIPE travel domain shares a common ancestor in the so-called "logistics" domains, wherein the objective is to move objects (such as people, packages, or vehicles) among locations (such as depots, ports, or cities). Given this similarity along with the explicit parallelism of the non-interacting goals in the domain, it is somewhat surprising that the planners do not perform well on sipe-travel problems. It presents a novel, but tractable, challenge for LPG-TD where the median runtime was considerably higher than the other two logistics domains; recall, however, that LPG-TD is a stochastic search planner and may have done better in a set of cumulative runs. But SGPlan-2006 solves the domain instances relatively quickly. The latter result suggests that sipe-travel is amenable to a planner that uses a divide-and-conquer paradigm.
Do some of the planners offer distinct functionality?
The results in Tables 14 and 15 start to highlight performance differences that can be explained by planner technologies and implementations. For example, HSP-2.0r-h1plus solves the Ferry domain faster and more successfully than HSP-2.0r- h2max; for Ferry, regression search with an admissible heuristic may be the best choice. For the other domains, HSPr is not successful. The relative ranking of the planners based on the median runtime changes depending on the domain; for example, consider in Table 15 the rankings of FF-2.3, LPG-TD, and SGPlan-06 on Ferry and Tyreworld. So it is not always the case the best planner for one domain is best for another. The failure times shown in Table 13 reveal still low median runtimes for most of the planners. Many planners are likely running out of memory early in the search. 6 This suggests that increasing the problem size actually may work against certain planning technologies simply because of memory requirements. None of these planners use a lifted representation, which is often used to handle memory explosion. Differences in implementation details can lead to a dramatic performance difference: LPG-1.1 and LPG-1.2 are absent from the list, but the newer LPG-TD is present. In contrast, FF-2.3 performs very well for the four extended domains; yet, Metric-FF, which uses an internal engine modified from FF, has either memory or time requirements such that it fails to perform well. Many planners perform poorly on the new problem set. Even planners with relatively subtle implementation differences can exhibit dramatic performance differences.
Future work
We have a great deal more we can do with the data that would support the theory and implementation of planners. We present key points of continuing work that we hope will identify dependencies between the domains, heuristics, algorithms, and runtime dynamics in classical planning.
Planners
As mentioned in the planning section, our complete list of planners is much longer than the actual list we have run so far; we have 86 versions, of which about 40 remain to be tested, and this does not include all of the planners from the two most recent competitions. Our hope is to continue adding planners as resources and time permit.
We recognize that our efforts so far have focused on satisficing planners. Indeed some of the planners in our list are optimal planners. A clear extension of these results would be to further distinguish performance by this criteria.
Problems
A key issue is to expand the problem set in ways that are both challenging and realistic (for clarification on this point, see [20] ). Some promising steps in this direction are domains for high speed printing [21] , for workflow management of a job site [22] and network intrusion [23] . We have downloaded these problems and intend to explore them alongside the current benchmarks. We have also obtained the problem generators for many of the IPC domains as well as a random problem generator from Sungwook Yoon. 7 Some studies examine particular qualities of domains that impacted planner performance. One study along these lines was examining linkability of actions in a comparison of total-order and partial-order planners [24] . We hope to identify these kinds of domain specific qualities. Generating specific problems with IPC problem generators will be useful for testing specific hypotheses about the dependencies we notice in existing benchmarks.
Another valuable approach is to identify specific characteristics shared by some domains (such as resource constraints in logistics or time in schedule) and generate problems by manipulating them. This has the advantage of being more hypothesis driven and focused. 8 
Models
Given the relatively high accuracy for the success models but low for the time, we need to examine the features to determine how they are influencing the models. A key issue is likely to be the preponderance of domain versus problem features. We expect to more closely examine the learned models to determine which features are most important in each of the models and try to explain why we see the accuracy differences. 9 Given the relatively poor performance of the time models, we need to look more closely into meta-learning or feature selection techniques in machine learning. The current features may be overly simple for the time models, and another approach is to expand the feature set. We have started to examine two kinds of features that we believe may improve the runtime models considerably. The first are features of planner capabilities and implementation details. Second, we have recently discovered we might be able to approximate the memory footprint of the final (relaxed) planning graph to help gauge its contribution to performance.
Beyond these simple feature extensions, a reasonable place to start extending the feature set may be including some features from HAP [26] , TIM [27] , Londex [28] and LPG [29] . A more sophisticated approach would be to leverage structural features from the causal graph. 10 
Relaxing classical assumptions
Because of the large number of planners and problems available, these studies are based in the classical planning paradigm; numerous extensions to PDDL relax classical assumptions [5, 6, 11] . There is also the separate probabilistic track of the competitions. The number of planners implementing these features is (slowly) growing, so there is hope that we could eventually extend the kinds of analyses beyond classical planners.
Extending the analyses
The recent IPCs have started a 'tradition' of thoroughly analyzing the results. Similarly, researchers have analyzed specific planners; such as FF [8] , TP4 [30] , FastDown [31] , Marvin [32] , etc. Complementary to these efforts, our goal in this survey was to assess the field of Classical Planning from a wide perspective and to understand trends related to comparative evaluation. As we did with Hoffman's topology, we hope to examine specific hypotheses about what makes planners work well through generalizing previous results on single planners to planners with similar mechanisms.
Summary
In this paper we have described a large retrospective and prospective study of the state of the art in classical planning (STRIPS and ADL). We chose classical planning because it is where most research has been done in planning and the technologies developed often underlie extensions as well.
The IPC organizers and planner developers are to be commended for making available extraordinary resources for supporting comparative evaluation and analyses of performance. However, aside from a handful of notable exceptions -such as those found in post-hoc analyses of the competitions [5, 6] , topological analyses of state space planning [17] , and complexity analyses of the planning domains [33, 34] -few comprehensive assessments, analyses and models have been done. The scope of the compendium (its life span, size and varied, sometimes ad hoc roots) work against careful experimentation.
Our contribution is to characterize the compendium and suggest how data from a large study can be used to inform subsequent experimentation, and validate explanatory models. Specifically, we offer the following observations from our studies.
• The chronological comparisons (difficulty of old versus new problems in the benchmarks and performance of old versus new planners) have confirmed that the field has made significant progress in terms of the difficulty of problems that have been proposed and the capabilities of planners.
• Statistical models, such as summary statistics on problem difficulty relative to different planners and Sammon maps for visualizing how differentiated are problems and planners, can help guide researchers in principled design of comparative experiments.
-Any problem set should include challenging problems that are likely to differentiate performance and/or that are suited to the design goals of the planner innovation. -Domains should be selected carefully to highlight specific capabilities. -Although no planner always dominated in our study, many are extremely limited in what they can solve. To support fair comparisons, researchers should select planners (sometimes more than one) for comparison that appear to perform well on the domains/problems in the target set.
• Inexpensive problem/domain features coupled with automated learning produce very accurate predictive models of success for planners.
• Inexpensive problem/domain features coupled with automated learning produce weakly predictive models of time to success for planners. Clearly, the mechanisms underlying time are more complex.
• The field needs new challenging problems, which can be constructed from existing domains or by translating from other planner paradigms.
• Our analysis of the performance data verifies that Hoffman's topology partially explains the performance of heuristic search planners that use approximations of the h + heuristic.
Together these observations raise intriguing questions about how problems can and should direct our research. While useful for identifying suitable planners for comparison, the predictability of current performance is also disturbing when considered as an indicator of how hard we are pushing the envelope. IPC organizers have shouldered much of the burden of developing new problems.
The community needs to reconsider how we relate problem performance to problem structure: both in terms of understanding and explaining performance now and extending beyond the current domain requirements and metrics. Steps in the right direction have been taken in recent comprehensive analyses of the competitions that incorporate alternative metrics. Unfortunately, many planners disregard the temporal or quality information during search. Planning and the areas of AI that use planning will benefit enormously by our broadening the kinds of problems that we can solve and changing how we compare planners.
Table 16
Success statistics across all problems and all planners. The columns show the total number of problems in each set (numProblems), the number of problems solved by half the planners (Half ), the ratio of success over all (Suc), the ratio of success within ten seconds (10Sec) and one second (1Sec), and the number of planners solving at least one problem in the set (Plan+1). 
B.1. STRIPS and ADL planners
SystemR The planner R, written in Prolog, extends the STRIPS planner [2] in three key ways [35] . First, the planner stores multiple situations against which a potential action can be checked. Second, the planner handles subgoal cycles during search; for example, it will not add a subgoal such as "to achieve g, achieve g first". Third, it provides a way to achieve simple subgoals -goals that have no immediately applicable action -using either domain knowledge from the domain description or a straightforward strategy that selects an action that makes the subgoal true but may leave other goals open.
B.2. Partial order causal link planners
CPT-1.0 The CPT planner [36] implements powerful pruning techniques into an optimal temporal partial-order causal link paradigm. The key insight of this planner is to view search for an optimal plan as a constraint problem so as to harness a branch-and-bound style of search. The version we use is limited to canonical plans, which are plans in which every action is executed at most once.
PROD-4.0
The PRODIGY planning architecture [37, 38] is a sound but incomplete bidirectional planner that integrates learning into the planning engine. Like UCPOP, this planner extends to some portions of the ADL; the planner handles conditional effects, negated preconditions, universal and existential preconditions. Search in PRODIGY proceeds by either regressing on (sub)goals or moving an action from the regressed "tail" to the "head" of the plan. At many of the decision points, PRODIGY uses learning to guide the search. We use a PRODIGY to PDDL language translator written by Eugene Fink. SNLP-1.0 The Systematic Non-Linear Planner [39] performs IDA* searches of a lifted representation over partially ordered plans. But it searches by grounding a lifted operator in a non-deterministic choice. The planner also added the notion of causal links that allow one to state ordering constraints among actions in the plan that may threaten one another. UCPOP-4.1 The Universal quantification Conditional effects Partial Order Planner [40] combines the partial-order planning of SNLP with portions of Pednault's ADL. The planner handles conditional effects, quantified preconditions and effects, as well as universally quantified goals. The planning algorithm is both sound and complete. The version we use in this study was eventually superseded by the Sensory Graphplan (SGP) series of planners. VHPOP-2.2 The Versatile Heuristic Partial Order Planner [41] provides a common implementation of the many strategies present in the literature while also adding strategies that incorporated the more recent advances of the distancebased heuristics frequently used in heuristic search planners. The search progresses using A* where the cost of the current plan is the number of actions and the heuristic cost is determined by the particular heuristic.
B.3. Graphplan planners
IPP-4.0 and IPP-4.1
The Interference Prediction Planner [42] [43] [44] extends the basic Graphplan algorithm to include ADL. IPP is sound and complete. Along with the description of the algorithm, the authors describe a method for a preprocessing step to convert ADL action schemas into STRIPS operators. The planner implements memoization of visited states in an efficient way and also includes a Goal Agenda Manager, which manages the order in which subgoals are achieved [45, 46] . Version 4.1 reintroduced the RIFO engine -Reduction of Irrelevant Facts and Operatorswhich removes spurious details from the domain description and initial situation [47] . SGP-1.0b and SGP-1.0h The Sensory Graphplan planner [48] extends the basic Graphplan algorithm to include uncertainty.
SGP extends Conformant Graphplan (CGP) by adding contingency in the final plan [49] . SGP implements a superset of UCPOP expressiveness but with a faster planner based upon Graphplan [48] .
STAN-4
The State Analysis planner [50] increases the efficiency -in the form of bitvectors and a wave-front -of the Graphplan to speed up search. The bitvector representation, along with logical operators to apply actions and check mutexes, compresses the storage of the Graphplan while not changing search algorithm. The wave-front mechanism avoids explicitly constructing the graph beyond the point where no new facts are generated. STAN also includes the Type Interface Module (TIM) [27] , for boosting performance in untyped domains.
B.4. Heuristic search planners
HSP-2.0, HSP-2.0r-h1plus, HSP-2.0r-h2max The Heuristic Search Planner family [51] searches over the state-space of planning using heuristics that approximate the h max heuristic by computing the costs of sets of atoms [52, 53] . HSP2
performs best-first weighted-A * , where W = 5, search using an additive version of the relaxed Graphplan heuristic,
, which is not admissible. We also included two variants of HSP2: HSP-2.0r-h1plus also uses the h 1 plus heuristic but searches backward. HSP-2.0r-h2max performs regressive search using the h 2 max heuristic that is equivalent to the Graphplan in parallel planning. A planner that is similar in many respects to the HSP family is TP4 [30] . FastDown The Fast Downward family of planners [31, 54] translates the planning problem into a multi-valued state representation, called SAS + [55] , that is then mined for heuristic information. A key advantage of this system is that the translation to SAS + can identify structural dependencies in a Causal Graph -indeed, an early version of the planner was called the Causal Graph planner. While the SAS formalism and heuristic search were both existing ideas, the contribution of this planner is to combine them in a planner that leverages the benefits of both. FF-2.3 and Metric-FF The Fast Forward family of planners [56] uses enforced hill-climbing search over the planning statespace using an approximation of the h + heuristic. The planners handle ADL. Similar to the IPP family, the FF planners assume potential independence of subgoals and operate under a goal agenda determined by a preprocessing step. The enforced hill-climbing algorithm is guaranteed to find a solution if the planning problem is dead-end free; if enforced hill-climbing fails, then the planner switches to greedy best-first search. Two other important features are its emphasis on helpful actions, which add at least one goal for the next step, and added goal deletion, which identifies goals that are achieved too early. A metric version of the planner [57] extends the key ideas of its predecessor to handle temporal domains during search. LPG-1.1, LPG-1.2, LPG-TD The Local Search on Planning Graph family of planners [29, [58] [59] [60] are among the few planners that incorporate alternative metrics during search. The planner works by performing stochastic local search on planning graph subsets, which are partial plans that the authors call action graphs. At each branch in the search, the choice to add or remove an action is guided by a heuristic that rates each potential choice with respect to the current partial solution; the heuristic function for each potential action is the count of unsupported facts plus the count of actions which are mutex. The authors add a number of guidance mechanisms including weighting the heuristic, weighting actions with Lagrange multipliers, and performing promotion and demotion similar to that found in POCL planners. The planner was extended to handle PDDL 2.1 [61] and PDDL 2.2 [62] . The latest version of the planner uses many additional techniques beyond those of the original techniques for planning graphs.
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OPTOP The Optop planner [63, 64] is a regression planner that searches over state spaces. It uses regression match graphs [65, 66] to select among its choices which action to apply to the current state. It is one of the few planners that incorporates estimates of quality during search. Notably, Optop handles the full ADL. SimPlan-2.0 The SimPlan planner [67] was designed to work in a interleaved (simulated) planning and execution framework; thus, many of the design decisions focused on creating a fast replanner that could return a valid, but sub-optimal, plan. The planner constructs a relaxed Graphplan in a forward phase then uses a backtrack-free "BackwardGraph" phase that constructs partial solutions called Approximate Plans aggregated into a tree, from which it then searches by examining potential goal interactions within the Approximate Plans. SAPA-2 The SAPA planner [68] is another planner that uses metric information during search. The planner is a forward chaining heuristic search planner that uses A* search over time stamped states, which include the situation plus potential future events that have not yet occurred. The planner uses a complex notion of temporal considerations during planning. It constructs its heuristics from the relaxed temporal Graphplan.
B.5. Hybrid planners
AltAlt-1.0 A Little of This, A Little of That [69, 70] combines STAN 3.0 and HSP-r to gain the advantages of the strong heuristics and CSP-style search that are provided with Graphplan with the strength of regression search over the planning state space. A key contribution of the planner is in examining a number of principled extensions to the heuristics that can be used. The more recent version added partial construction of the planning graph and limits the branching factor of regression search by using subsets of actions. SGPlan-06 SGPlan [71, 72] uses Lagrangian multipliers between subplans constructed by partitioning on the subgoals. The planner uses a number of techniques to improve its search, including an enhanced path-finding algorithm for identifying landmarks that aid in plan decomposition.
B.6. SAT/BDD encoding planners
BlkBox-4.2, Satplan04, Satplan06
The SATPlan/BlackBox family of planners transform the original PDDL representation into a SAT representation. The original planner [73] used a direct translation, while subsequent models [74] also incorporated an intermediate transformation using the Graphplan. The latest version [75] allows both action-based encoding and fluent encoding into propositional formulae and further extended the pruning techniques.
MIPS-3
The Intelligent Model-checking and Planning System [76] searches over the space of Boolean formulas; however, MIPS searches bidirectionally using Binary Decision Diagrams for its representation. MIPS-3 uses a closed list to prevent cycling, simplifies successor sets, and employs the symbolic version of A*, called BDDA * .
